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The Professor and a Paper Panacea:

Irving Fisher
and the Stamp Scrip Movement of 1932-1934

By Loren Gatch

THE GREAT DEPRESSION PROVOKED NUMEROUS ISSUES
of scrip and other local currencies in the United States. Of these many
issues, the most exotic examples were the so-called "stamp scrip" issues
between 1932 and 1934, when hundreds of communities across America

issued forms of scrip that required the placing of some type of stamp to keep it cir-
culating. 1

While the actual beginnings of the American stamp scrip movement are
uncertain, its inspiration clearly lay in the ideas of Silvio Gesell, a German monetary
theorist of the early 20th century who proposed a reform of money that would make
it lose value at a predetermined rate. In earlier experiments in Europe, this money
took the form of a paper currency designed to keep its face value only so long as its
users placed stamps on the back of the note. Otherwise, the longer it circulated the
greater the discount at which the note traded.

In America, the stamp scrip movement took a different turn, borrowing
Gesell's innovation, but for different reasons. Thanks to the publicity efforts of
Professor Irving Fisher of Yale University, stamp scrip briefly appeared on the
national scene as a promising antidote to economic hard times. This article describes
briefly Gesell's ideas about money, and then turns to how the stamp scrip movement
promoted by Irving Fisher played out in the United States.

Silvio Gesell's Monetary Ideas

Like many other unorthodox or radical monetary thinkers, Silvio Gesell
(1862-1930) proposed reforms of the monetary system as a solution to many other
social problems such as crime, poverty, and war. Two features of modern money, in
Gesell's view, accounted for its central role in human misery. First, unlike the goods
and services that money buys, money itself does not rust or spoil; this gave money
and its users an unfair market advantage over the producers of useful but perishable
things. Secondly, Gesell observed, most monetary media came into being only
through the existence of some interest-bearing debt (such as a bank loan giving rise
to a deposit credit). To Gesell, this basic feature of modern banking imposed a
scarcity tax upon the money supply, requiring the users of money to pay continual
tribute to the creators of deposit credits, namely the bankers.

Taken together, Gesell's ideas about money and credit were an indictment
of the modern financial economy. The payment of interest, in his view, did not
reward saving, but merely served to encourage the holders of money to part with
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their hoards. Bankers were nothing more than financial parasites whose control
over the creation and supply of money allowed them to feed on the vitality of
the producers of real goods and services. For Gesell, the solution to this was
both fundamental and simple: change the nature of money, and the power of
money over man would dissolve. In particular, Gesell advocated a government-
issued money supply designed to lose incrementally in value over time. Gesell
named this money Freigeld ("free money")—meaning that it was a medium of
exchange that served its users, rather than imposed a burden upon them.
Followers of Gesell's ideas on money and ground rent in turn promoted the
ideal of the Freiwirtschaji, or the "Free Economy"—an economy in which nei-
ther the monetary system nor the laws of property allowed one group of people
to take unfair advantage of the other. In Gesell's view, a tax on money leveled
the playing field between holders of money and producers of goods. It would
also stimulate holders of money to spend, knowing that the longer they held
money, the less it would purchase. Over the long run, Gesell believed, this
reform would lead to the abolition of interest on money, thus breaking the
power of the bankers over economic life. 2

While Gesell's ideas had a following in Europe, elements of his think-
ing also resonated in Depression-era America. In the 1930s, desperation was the
mother of monetary invention. Stamp scrip's popularity really took off with the
success of Charles J. Zylstra's plan in Hawarden, Iowa. The Havvarden experi-
ence was subsequently given publicity by Prof. Irving Fisher, the prominent
monetary economist, as an example to be promoted to other American cities. 3

Irving Fisher and Stamp Scrip

Irving Fisher (1867-1947) was perhaps the greatest American econo-
mist of the 20th century. His interests spanned both economics and other social
reforms. In particular, he is known as a pioneer in the development of index
numbers—those numerical artifacts we use to describe just about every aspect of
our modern economy. Since 1911, his academic career had focused upon the
changing purchasing power of the dollar. Now, twenty years later, he analyzed
the causes of economic collapse in his 1932 book Booms and Depressions.

There, Fisher diagnosed the depression as a vicious circle of falling
prices and debt liquidation. As prices fell, Fisher reasoned, people owing money
cut back on borrowing and spending to pay their debts, the value of which were
increasing in real terms. Yet debtors' cutting back had the perverse effect of
shrinking the volume of deposit credits, which in turn pushed prices even lower,
and the value of remaining debts higher. In effect, the higher the value of
money (as measured by the lower price level), the less people were willing to
spend their dollars, preferring to hoard them.

To break this absurd spiral, Fisher looked for ways to make people
spend (in technical terms, to increase the "velocity" of circulation). When prices
fell during a depression, the value of money in peoples' pockets rose just by it
sitting there. They had no incentive to use it, so velocity slowed and prices fell
further. If the value of money in people's pockets could be made to fall, then
people might be more willing to get rid of it. Gesell's stamp scrip designed to
lose value over time was one possible way. Fisher suggested among other things
a national issue of stamp scrip, which, he boldly claimed, "offers the most effi-
cient method of controlling hoarding and probably the speediest way out of a
depression." 4

The Hawarden Experiment

While not the first example of American stamp scrip, the experience of
Hawarden, Iowa, gained so much national publicity that its details foreshad- 

Silvio Gesell,
the innovator of stamp scrip. 

Professor Irving Fisher
of Yale University.        
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owed many scrip experiments to follow. In October 1932, a Hawarden business-
man named Charles J. Zylstra proposed that his city issue one-dollar scrip to
pay the unemployed to work on various community projects. Instead of backing
the scrip with existing funds, Zylstra proposed that stamps be sold at three cents
apiece; each time a scrip note circulated, the spender would place a stamp on
the back of the note. When the note accumulated thirty-six stamps, it would be
redeemed at its face value of one dollar. In the meantime, sales of stamps would
create the redemption fund that extinguished the scrip (including eight cents for
overhead-3 cents x 36 = $1.08).

Hawarden scrip from October 1932
with stamps on back.

Zylstra knew of Gesell's ideas, but contended with a very different
mindset: the suspicions and doubts of the good people of Hawarden. Carefully
marshalling the support of fellow businessmen, Zvlstra convinced the Hawarden
City Council to issue an initial $300 in scrip, paid to the unemployed at $1 a day
for road work. Despite the skeptics, the plan worked, and attracted intense
attention from outside the small community. Irving Fisher visited Hawarden in
late October 1932, shortly after the experiment began, and his endorsement
gave the small Iowa town national visibility. "Stamp scrip," he pronounced,
"offers the most promising method of a quick way of snapping us out of the
depression." As Zylstra later wrote to Fisher, "somehow people will to be able
to buy the things they need to live, or the pressure can not be retained and revo-
lution will result." Stamp scrip in Hawarden, he later explained, served to
"increase buying power, relieve suffering and provide a credit to the community   
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without having them pay interest." 5 Thanks to the national attention generated
by Fisher, scores of stamp scrip experiments sprouted across the country. A sec-
ond issue of $1,000 Hawarden scrip followed in March 1933, and in Iowa alone
over a dozen small towns followed suit.

Stamp scrip experiments like Hawarden's had occurred before Fisher
took up the cause, notably in Anaheim, California. But Fisher's syndicated
newspaper articles in support of the Hawarden idea ignited national interest,
eliciting hundreds of letters from community leaders across the America wish-
ing to establish their own scrip plans, letters that are now archived at the New
York Public Library. In mid-1932, the elder Fisher befriended Hans R. L.
Cohrssen, a young German follower of Gesell living in New York City, who
had published a noteworthy article in the New Republic about the use of a stamp
scrip known as "Wara" in the German town of Schwanenkirchen. With
Cohrssen as his assistant, Fisher endeavored to respond to the flood of letters by
producing a small manual entitled Stamp Scrip for would-be issuers of the new
medium. 6 (For those interested, this book is posted on the web at
http://userpage.fu-berlin.de/-roehrigw/fisher/ )

Fisher himself was no fan of Gesell's ideas about money and interest.
But he did like the idea that stamp scrip might stimulate spending, and thus
increase the velocity of money. The big concern of Fisher and Cohrssen was
that Hawarden's example put forth 'transaction', rather than 'time', stamp scrip
as a model for the rest of the country. That is, Hawarden's scrip required a
stamp for each instance it was used, rather than a stamp for every set period (a
week, say). Unlike earlier European experiences with stamp scrip, most experi-
ments in the United States operated on the transaction basis, with stamps placed
only when a transaction took place. In their book Stamp Scrip, as well as in cor-
respondence with numerous scrip activists, Fisher and Cohrssen tirelessly
argued that stamp scrip best circulated when it lost value over time unless the
proper stamps were placed on it.

Moreover, whereas stamp scrip notes in Europe were designed to stim-
ulate spending by losing only a certain percentage of value each year, the stamp-
ing features of American scrip made it "self-liquidating," meaning that a note
circulated until it acquired enough stamps to match the its face value. This
could require a note to eventually bear as many as 50 stamps, depending upon
the denomination. The American versions of stamp scrip were inconvenient to
say the least, and encouraged users of scrip to avoid the stamping requirement.

Why would such an unusual form of scrip suddenly become so popular
after mid-1932? The use of stamps to validate a financial instrument did have
precedents. Liberty Bond subscriptions during World War I were funded in
part by the purchase of stamps, which accumulated to the denomination of the
bond. Similarly, thrift schemes among the poor involved affixing stamps to sav-
ings cards, which would be deposited with savings banks when the cards reached
a round dollar number. In short, the device of stamping was familiar to
Americans.

Moreover, by the third year of the grinding economic downturn, it was
clear to many Americans that those older remedies of thrift and charity no
longer sufficed. While most were ignorant of Silvio Gesell's economic theories,
stamp scrip itself was appealing for a number of reasons. Municipalities saw it as
a way to support the unemployed, by paying for public works using a medium of
exchange designed to fund itself. On a larger scale, stamp scrip promised to plug
the gap in public revenues: paid in wages to public employees, such scrip would
enable citizens to fund government services by purchasing stamps, rather than
paying taxes. Chambers of commerce and other local business organizations
promoted stamp scrip as a stimulus to trade, and to keep dollars in their com-
munities. in particular, local business groups wielded stamp scrip as a weapon
against the hated chain stores, whose financial obligations to outside jobbers
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Outside of folded One Dollar Trade
Warrant of Santa Cruz, CA.
(Courtesy Depressionscrip.com )

and suppliers made them averse to accepting a purely local scrip.
In short, the stamp scrip idea spread because it meant different things

to different people. Yet given the inherent difficulties of circulating such scrip,
most experiments took place in small towns across America—close-knit com-
munities where stamping could he policed—and involved issues of only a few
hundred or thousand dollars at the most. The larger issues, the more difficulties
they encountered. Monetary theory—whether Gesell, or anybody else's—was
not the chief concern of stamp scrip experiments in the United States. 7

For his part, Charles Zylstra harbored ambitions for his idea. Not only
did he copyright his version of stamp scrip and franchise it to other Iowa cities,
but parleyed its success in Hawarden into his election to the Iowa legislature in
the fall of 1932. There, Zylstra pushed successfully for a bill that authorized
Iowa counties to issue stamp scrip on a larger scale to fund unemployment
relief.

As the idea spread around the country, variations emerged in how the
scrip operated. Many towns followed Zylstra's three-cent stamp per transaction
arrangement, since that number of stamps comfortably filled the back of a dol-
lar-sized note. Others used two cents or one cent, especially for fractional
denominations. Rock Island, Washington's "Dam Scrip" required 21/4 cent
stamps for its 25-cent note, while in New Philadelphia, Ohio, a 50-cent scrip
required a 21/4 cent stamp, and the 25-cent scrip a 11/4 cent stamp, per transaction.
Given the small size of the typical stamp scrip issue, its design and printing was
often done locally, though the Goes Lithographic company was a source of a
number of stamp scrip formats, including one featuring a portrait of Franklin D.
Roosevelt.

To protect against "cheating" (spending scrip without affixing a new
stamp), many schemes required each stamp to be initialed, and thus cancelled,
by its user. In other examples, such as the "Trade Warrants" of Monterey-
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Pacific Grove and Santa Crux, California, stamps were accompanied by com-
plete endorsements. The resulting space requirements caused such scrip to take
the form of folded documents. In this way they resembled "prosperity checks,"
another popular depression-era device that created a circulating medium
through the simple expedient of checks issued in round denominations that
accumulated multiple endorsements as they passed from hand to hand.

Stamp scrip experiments also differed in who issued the scrip, and how.
Sometimes the scrip was a liability of the municipality; other times it was spon-
sored by chambers of commerce and merchants' associations. In Michigan, the
"Trade Dollars" of South Haven, Cadillac, and Howell were circulated like
bonus coupons to promote consumer spending. in Oklahoma City, the stamp
scrip of a group of retailers named the "Oklahoma Independents" sought to
channel spending away from chain stores. More commonly, scrip issued by local
public authorities funded work relief on local construction projects like the road
work in Mason City, Iowa. Municipal stamp scrip had the advantage of being
receivable for certain taxes and other public fees, and had a ready outlet in the
form of wages paid to public employees. Scrip sponsored by businessmen
worked better when the local retailers, utilities, and even hanks agreed to accept
it.

The stamp scrip of Evanston, Illinois, nicely illustrates an amalgam of
motives. There, the Evanston Independent Retail Merchants Association (or
EIRMA) began issuing "EIRMA money" in the summer of 1932 as a trade pro-
motion that could only be spent at member stores. As EIRMA's executive secre-
tary complained to Fisher, "the fact that chain stores take the money out of
Evanston twice daily in steel trucks and do not bank in Evanston leaves us with
a shortage in circulating U.S. money." 8 By early 1933, EIRMA introduced a
second scheme, now backed by a $5,000 escrow deposit, whereby member mer-

10
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Evanston, Illinois' "EIRMA Money." chants paid out to their employees and to each other scrip requiring a two-cent
stamp per transaction. Proceeds from the stamp sales were to be invested in the
City of Evanston's tax anticipation warrants at no interest; when the warrants
were thereby redeemed, the resulting fund would be redistributed back to
EIRMA members in proportion to the number of stamps they purchased. For
its part, the city of Evanston cooperated by paying out this private scrip to its
own employees. In this way, stamp scrip served the interests of business and
local government together. 9

Most other arrangements nationwide were not this ingenious. Whether
issued by municipalities or private groups, the overwhelming problem was how
to keep the scrip in circulation when it could only be used locally, and when the
licking and sticking stamps was a bother. In their book Stamp Scrip, Fisher and
Cohrssen put forth a set of best practices to encourage scrip use. These encour-
aged communities to mobilize the support of businesses that would accept the
scrip, to educate the public as to its validity, and to stimulate demand for it by
having taxes and other public fees payable in scrip. Above all, too much scrip
was had if it clogged the channels of trade.

Despite the promise of the Hawarden experiment, Fisher found himself
in the awkward position of promoting its example but counseling against its use
of "transaction" stamp scrip. Though Fisher and Cohrssen had advocated for
stamping based on time, rather than per transaction, barely a handful of scrip
plans nationally incorporated the time feature. The issues of Mason City, and
Rock Rapids, Iowa combined both time and transaction features. 10 Caslow's
Recovery Certificates in Chicago (see below) switched from a transaction to a
time feature in their later issues. Two other, more obscure, examples-
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Lakewood, Ohio's "Depreciating Negotiable Notes" and Salt Lake City, Utah's
"Trade Stimulus Certificates" advertised on their faces schedules of deprecia-
tion, rather than bother with stamping. Scrip issues in Bergenfield, New Jersey
and the Washington state towns of Brewster and Chelan represented tentative
examples of Townsend Plan-style notes. 11

It was not a good sign that Fisher's correspondents reported some early
typical difficulties with stamp scrip. As the chamber of commerce of Merced,

136
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California, noted "merchants were careless" in stamping, and scrip tended to
collect in the till of the local newspaper, "which received loads of scrip in pay-
ment for advertising." Various Iowa towns that had followed the Hawarden
example experienced similar problems. The chamber in Pella, Iowa, complained
that after scrip "hos been put into circulation the merchant generally hears all
the burden, unless the general public will accept the scrip in change when shop-
ping at the merchant's store." The town of Eldora reported its scrip circulating
"very slowly." Merchants in Rock Rapids undermined their city's scrip plan by
paying their scrip right back to the city for utility bills, instead of circulating it
in the community. According to the mayor of Nevada, Iowa, the city clerk's
office served as a clearing house to redistribute accumulations of scrip.
Lexington, Nebraska's scrip was hobbled by the unwillingness of the town to
buy stamps. In Russell, Kansas, businesses shifted the burden of stamping scrip
to their employees by paying it out in wages, a practice that, according to the
correspondent, "is a little hard to stop without making hard feelings." 12

Stamp scrip experiments were successful as long as they remained on a
small scale. Larger cities like St. Paul, Milwaukee, and Philadelphia looked into
stamp scrip but, despite Fisher's entreaties, never put plans into effect. 13

National legislation for stamp scrip, also pushed by Fisher, did appear briefly in
Congress (the Bankhead-Pettengill Bill), but did not receive serious considera-
don. Some county governments and even state legislatures did authorize large
issues of stamp scrip. Issues above a few hundred dollars per town were difficult
to keep in general circulation, as the stamping requirement tended to channel
scrip into the (relatively few) hands that would still receive it. Enid, Oklahoma,
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Caslow's Recovery Certificate plan
failed due to an overissue.

managed to circulate and retire more than $3,000 in stamp scrip, while Mason

City, Iowa successfully redeemed a $10,000 issue. As stamp scrip issues grew

larger—Caslow's Recovery Certificates in Chicago, the county scrip of Iowa,

and the Multnomah County scrip of Oregon—the problems of maintaining cir-

culation mounted. These three experiences underscored the problems stamp

scrip faced.

Winfield 14. Caslow's Recovery Certificates began as an attempt to
tight chain stores. As it succeeded, the energetic Caslow recruited large num-

bers of "scrippers" to push the use of scrip, in part so as to spend their own scrip

salaries! While at its peak Caslow's scheme had put out nearly half a million

dollars' worth of scrip, it foundered when Caslow found other things to spend
his stamp revenues on besides the redemption of his notes.

Iowa's county stamp scrip came into being thanks to Charles Zylstra's
legislative efforts. Polk County alone put out some $125,000 in scrip notes. Yet
merchants balked at this large amount. Under the law, the county treasurer had

to accept all scrip, whatever the number of stamps. In turn, the county would

disburse the scrip for salaries and relief work. The scrip would return to the
county, and the cycle would continue. Since stamping was rendered ineffective,

a bond issue was later floated to retired the scrip.
In Multnomah County, Oregon, stamp scrip was a resounding failure.

Business resistance prevented all but $52,000 of an authorized $1 million issue
from circulating. The county was enjoined by a state court from retiring the
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scrip with a bond, and later redeemed it at pennies on the dollar. 14

The single largest North American issue of stamp scrip occurred in
Alberta, Canada, with predictable difficulties. As in Iowa, the fact that the gov-
ernment of Alberta made it easy to convert scrip into standard Canadian funds
prevented the stamps from accumulating. In a twist on Gresham's Law, one
observer noted "bad money [scrip] obviously does not drive out good money
when the government is willing to redeem the had money in good money." 15

Conclusion

When it did work, American stamp scrip succeeded almost in spite of
itself. Most of the time the experiences were disappointing, and further issues
were avoided. Too many people had different ideas about what it could do to
make a truly national scrip movement succeed. Financial and monetary events
in the United States—the bank holiday of 1933, the abandonment of the gold
standard shortly thereafter overshadowed local currency experiments.
Thereafter, federal funding of unemployment relief undercut the chief reason
why people liked stamp scrip to begin with. Irving Fisher's fancy for stamp scrip
received a brief hearing in Congress, but never caught on with the new
Roosevelt Administration. His colleagues in the economic profession treated

Polk County, Iowa Stamp Scrip

(Courtesy Depressionscrip.com )

and Multnomah County, OR "Self-

Liquidating Scrip."

(Courtesy Depressionscrip.com )
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stamp scrip as Fisher's eccentricity. The idea lived on, without Fisher's support, in
California's "Ham and Eggs" initiatives of the late 1930s, which sought to link
self-liquidating scrip to the provision of old-age pensions. 16

After 1933, Fisher stopped promoting stamp scrip. While there was much
that he liked about Roosevelt's monetary policies, Fisher did not support the New
Deal, and his influence upon government policy was minor. After leaving the Iowa
legislature, Charles Zylstra abandoned monetary experimentation and moved to
Chicago, where he became a tax collector of the government's money instead of
creator of his own; he died in 1946. Hans Cohrssen lived until 1997, continuing to
advocate the ideas of Gesell, which still remain alive in German monetary experi-
ments in the present day.
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